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The cell and gene therapy industry has employed the same
plasmid technology for decades in vaccination, cell and gene
therapy, and as a raw material in viral vector and RNA produc-
tion. While canonical plasmids contain antibiotic resistance
markers in bacterial backbones greater than 2,000 base pairs,
smaller backbones increase expression level and durability
and reduce the cell-transfection-associated toxicity and trans-
gene silencing that can occur with canonical plasmids. There-
fore, the small backbone and antibiotic-free selection method
of Nanoplasmid vectors have proven to be a transformative
replacement in a wide variety of applications, offering a greater
safety profile and efficiency than traditional plasmids. This re-
view provides an overview of the Nanoplasmid technology and
highlights its specific benefits for various applications with ex-
amples from recent publications.
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INTRODUCTION
Plasmid DNA is an integral component of cell and gene therapy prod-
ucts. Plasmid technology is utilized as transposon or CRISPR-Cas9
homology-directed repair (HDR) template vectors for cell therapy,
non-viral gene therapy vectors, and as a raw material to produce ad-
eno-associated virus (AAV) or lentiviral viral vectors or to produce
mRNA vaccines or therapies. For example, plasmid DNA is used to
produce AAV virus in two or three plasmid cotransfection systems
utilizing adenovirus E1A- and E1B-expressing cell lines such as
HEK293. The more commonly utilized three plasmid AAV system
comprises: (1) a payload encoding cis plasmid that will be packaged
into the AAV capsid, (2) a rep cap-expressing plasmid encoding repli-
cative (rep) and the capsid serotype (cap) genes, and (3) a helper
plasmid containing adenovirus genes.1

The cell and gene therapy field has evolved significantly over the past
three decades. The ability to therapeutically alter genetic composition
via insertion, correction, or removal of a target gene in a disease has
created a new paradigm in medicine. Advancements in sequencing
technology and gene therapy modalities such as AAV and gene edit-
ing modalities such as CRISPR-Cas9 have spearheaded the field. The
field of AAV, in particular, is continuing to grow from its first clinical
trial for cystic fibrosis patients in 19962 to its first Food and Drug
Administration (FDA)-approved AAV-based therapy in 2017.3 The
total estimated number of AAV clinical trials ranges from 250 to
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300 worldwide,4 and current estimates of active clinical trials using
AAV range between 25 and 30.5 However, this figure is expected to
grow on the heels of the success of the first European Medical Agency
(EMA) approval in 2012, and FDA approval in 2017.5,6

However, in contrast, specific tools used in molecular cloning remain
antiquated and limit the progress and safety of the expanding treat-
ment modalities that the cell and gene therapy field has to offer.
For example, most cell and gene therapy vectors use canonical
plasmid backbones developed in the 1980s. These backbones are typi-
cally 2,000–3,000 bp in size and encode antibiotic resistance markers
which are discouraged by regulatory agencies. Recently it has been
demonstrated that smaller backbone vectors have lower toxicity,
reduced payload inactivation, and dramatically fewer metabolic per-
turbations than canonical plasmids. Antibiotic-free small backbone
plasmids such as Nanoplasmid vectors have shown great utility in
modifying the genomes and epigenomes of cells for therapeutic
purposes.
PLASMID VECTOR: STRUCTURAL ISSUES
Canonical cloning vector plasmids were developed in the 1980s and
combined the promiscuous pUC replication origin with b-lactam
ampicillin antibiotic7 or kanamycin antibiotic8 resistance marker
genes in a 2.7-kb or larger bacterial backbone (i.e., the region encod-
ing the bacterial replication origin and selectable marker) vector.
These vectors were designed for cloning and were not intended for
use in gene therapy: promiscuous replication origin-mediated anti-
biotic marker transfer to the environment (horizontal gene transfer
[HGT]) was well known at the time9–12 as was b-lactam (e.g., peni-
cillin, ampicillin, cephalosporins, etc.) antibiotic-mediated serious
hypersensitivity reactions in patients.13,14 However, due to ubiquitous
use in cloning laboratories, these pUC-derived antibiotic marker
backbones have been incorporated into the plasmids utilized to pro-
duce most non-viral and viral gene therapy products that were devel-
oped in the 1990s onward (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. A historical perspective on plasmids and their role in cell and gene therapy

Numbered timeline landmarks in the field with given citations (black text indicates vector backbone composition-relevant scientific findings; orange denotes vector regulatory

agency guidances; pink denotes vector clinical trial milestones) are as follows: 1950s, b-lactam hypersensitivity in patients13,14; 1959, antibiotic marker environment

transfer9–12; 1982, pUC plasmids developed7,8; 1996, first AAV clinical trial2; 2004, vector backbone-mediated transgene silencing15; 2005, vector backbone AAV-mediated

marker transfer16; 2013, vector backbone-mediated transposon inactivation17; 2014, vector backbone-mediated cellular perturbation18; 2017, first FDA approval of an AAV

therapy3; 2018, vector backbone-mediated cellular toxicity.19
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These structural issues with pUC-derived antibiotic marker back-
bones were highlighted to the gene and cell therapy communities
by regulatory guidance from the FDA20,21 and EMA22,23 (Figure 1)
and continue to be highlighted as concerns in current FDA24 and
EMA guidelines.25 Consistent with these concerns, HGT to fresh-
water environmental organisms has been documented due to the un-
intended release of recombinant pUC-origin plasmid vectors from
laboratory or manufacturing facilities.26

AAV-mediated antibiotic marker transfer: an additional concerning
form of gene transfer, AAV virus-mediated plasmid backbone trans-
fer to patients, was discovered in 200516 and more recently charac-
terized as ITR-mediated high-frequency reverse packaging of the
bacterial backbone during production. This results in significant
bacterial backbone-encoded antibiotic resistance marker packaging
into AAV viruses, and subsequent marker gene transfer to the pa-
tient during therapy1,27,28 (Table 1). Schnödt et al.27 and Tai
et al.28 reported AAV contamination with bacterial backbone using
AAV genome population sequencing (AAV-GPseq). Gray29 also re-
ports that AAV helper plasmid antibiotic resistance markers are
packaged into viral particles, demonstrating the need to remove
antibiotic markers from AAV helper plasmids as well as the AAV
vector.
Table 1. AAV virus-mediated marker transfer to patients

Vector platform

pUC plasmid (>2 kb
pUC origin-antibiotic
marker spacer region)

Minicircle (MC) retrofit
(<100 bp spacer region) Re

Self-complementary AAV pAAV-scGFP MC.AAVscGFP
M
tra

Single-stranded AAV AAV2-ssGFP MC.AAVssGFP
M
tra

aNo improvement in viral titer compared with plasmid was observed with linear Doggybone D
vector improvement compared with >2 kb pUC-antibiotic marker plasmid backbone vector
vectors.
Gray29 describes adding a large spacer region to move the bacterial
backbone-encoded selection marker away from ITRs. The resultant
vector, pAAV CMV GFP is 11 kb, compared with 5–6 kb for a stan-
dard plasmid AAV vector. Consequently, it has a reduced transfection
efficiency.31

Alternatives to antibiotic-based selection markers

The majority of antibiotic-free selection markers for plasmid mainte-
nance in bacterial cells are protein-based systems, such as those de-
signed for (1) plasmid-borne complementation of an essential gene
that has been deleted from the chromosome (auxotrophy comple-
mentation) and (2) toxin-antitoxin-based plasmid maintenance sys-
tems using post-segregational killing in which a plasmid-borne anti-
toxin is used to prevent a host cell line-encoded toxin from killing the
cell.32 However, when expressed, vector backbone-encoded proteins
in gene therapy products may interact with cellular components to
alter cell functions or viability and will likely induce an immune
response that may be detrimental to the patient.33 The later issue is
shared with antibiotic selection markers and will be a concern with
AAV vectors due to high-frequency reverse packaging of the bacterial
backbone during production as described above (Table 1) and with
other gene therapy vectors due to the introduction of the marker
into cells during transfection (Table 2).
sult-performance Result-antibiotic marker gene transfer

C up to 30-fold improved
nsducing units27,a

plasmid backbone antibiotic resistance marker
packaged in up to 26.1% viral particles27

potential for genome integration in transduced cells

C up to 3-fold improved
nsducing units27,a

plasmid backbone antibiotic resistance marker
packaged in up to 2.9%27 or 3%29 of viral particles
potential for genome integration in transduced cells

NA single-stranded AAV vector retrofits.30 This suggests that short backbone minicircle
s require a short backbone circular vector rather than a linear vector such as Doggybone
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Table 2. Minicircle applications with various viral and non-viral vector platforms

Vector platform

pUC plasmid (>2 kb
pUC origin-antibiotic
marker spacer region)

Minicircle (MC) retrofit
(<100 bp spacer region) Result-performance Result-antibiotic marker gene transfer

Sleeping Beauty
transposon gene
integration vector

SB puroR reporter plasmid SB puroR reporter MC
MC 2-fold increased transposition rate
into established cell lines17

plasmid backbone antibiotic
resistance potential expression or
genome integration in T cells

SB CD19-CAR MC: SB CD19 CAR
MC 4-fold increased yield of CD19-CAR
T cells; reduced transfection associated
toxicity with nucleofection delivery34

SB
MC: SB
(218 bp MC Backbone)

MC 6- to 7-fold increased transposition
into human hematopoietic stem cells;
reduced transfection associated
toxicity with nucleofection delivery19

CRISPR-Cas9 gene
editing vectora 35 3.1 kb 2A-puro/gRNA-1 0.85 kb 2A-puro/gRNA-1

MC 6-fold increased targeted integration
into HeLa cells after lipofection of Cas9-
2A-puro/gRNA-1

plasmid backbone antibiotic
resistance potential expression or
genome integration

Direct cell therapy
vector36

pANGPT1 MC-ANGPT1
MC 3.7-fold greater increase in ANGPT1
protein expression after electroporation of
mesenchymal stem cells

plasmid backbone antibiotic
resistance potential expression or
genome integration in stem cells

Direct gene therapy
vector37

pRSV-hAAT-bpA
pEF1a-hFIX-hGHpA

MC-RSV-hAAT-bpA
MC-EF1a-hFIX-hGHpA

MC > 1 log increased extended duration
expression (>20 days post hydrodynamic
delivery to mouse liver) (reduced gene
silencing)b

plasmid backbone antibiotic resistance
marker potential expression or genome
integration in liver cells

aHomology-independent “replace editing” using non-homologous end-joining pathway.
bLu et al.37 also report that gene silencing occurs withR1 kb randomDNA sequences, while shorter spacers%500 bp similarly extended duration expression as with minicircle vectors.
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Eliminating protein and antibiotic markers using non-coding

RNA markers

Ideally, bacterial selection would be mediated by a non-coding selec-
tion marker. These have been developed as: (1) plasmid-borne non-
coding mRNA that functions by RNA/RNA interaction to inhibit
translation of a target chromosomally expressed gene. (2) Plasmid-
borne tRNA gene that functions to suppress a nonsense codon
mutated chromosomally expressed essential gene38; or (3) by operator
repressor titration, wherein a plasmid contains several operator se-
quences that titrate the repressor, allowing expression of a
repressor-regulated selectable marker gene.32

One of these RNA/RNA interaction non-coding selection marker sys-
tems is the RNA-OUTmarker system39 (Figure 2). This selection pro-
cess eliminates antibiotic marker transfer when used for cell and gene
therapy, and it benefits from a high yielding (up to 2 g plasmid per
liter fermentation culture) and robust manufacturing process40,41

that has been scaled to the 200-g lot scale in cGMP manufacture
(J.W., personal communication). RNA-OUT vectors have also been
tested without safety issues in multiple clinical trials; for example,
the EYS606 eye gene therapy for noninfectious uveitis,42 INVAC-1
telomerase DNA vaccine for advanced solid tumors,43 CryJ2-LAMP
allergy DNA vaccine for Japanese red cedar pollinosis,44 and
COR-1 herpes simplex virus DNA vaccine.45,46

PLASMID VECTOR: FUNCTIONAL ISSUES
In the last 20 years, functional drawbacks of pUC-derived antibiotic
marker backbones have been discovered, including vector back-
bone-mediated transgene silencing, insert inactivation, cellular meta-
496 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023
bolic perturbation, and toxicity after vector transfection into cells
(Table 2).

The first functional limitation of canonical plasmid vectors discovered
was that transgene expression duration fromplasmid vectors is reduced
due to promoter inactivationmediated by the bacterial backbone of the
vector.15,47 This results in short-duration transgene expression, also
known as transgene silencing. A strategy to improve transgene expres-
sion duration involves removing the plasmid’s bacterial backbone. One
example of this approach in the field was the invention of minicircle
vectors. They were first developed in 1997, and their design is devoid
of a bacterial backbone, resulting in improved transgene expression
and duration when used as a cell and gene therapy vector.15,48,49

Various investigators have subsequently identified that minicircle vec-
tors are also superior to plasmid vectors when used in the production of
AAV vectors (resulting in improved transducing unit titers, Table 1) or
used as transposon vectors (resulting in increased transposition,
Table 2), and CRISPR-Cas9 vectors (increased gene editing, Table 2).50

A drawback of the minicircle strategy lies in how the small bacterial
backbone vectors are manufactured. They are produced in a special-
ized E. coli system that allows the bacterial and eukaryotic backbones
to be separated and re-circularized by recombinases on specific recog-
nition sequences on the plasmid. In some methods, a restriction
enzyme is then utilized to digest the bacterial backbone circle at a
unique site to eliminate this difficult-to-remove contaminant. In
one example, the optimal manufacture of minicircle vectors yielded
only 5 mg of minicircle per liter culture.51 This laborious
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Figure 2. The Nanoplasmid RNA-OUT sucrose-

based selection system eliminates the use of the

antiquated antibiotic selection systems seen in

traditional plasmid vectors

The proprietary bacterial host strain expresses the SacB

gene from a constitutive promoter (Pc), which encodes for

levansucrase—an enzyme that reacts with sucrose to

create fructose polymers (levan) toxic to bacteria but not

humans. Bacterial cells successfully transformed with the

Nanoplasmid vector will express RNA-OUT (ROUT), which

inhibits the expression of levansucrase at the mRNA level

by annealing to the complementary 50 UTR-encoded RIN

sequence, allowing survival and propagation.
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manufacturing process makes minicircle vectors expensive and
impractical for most commercial applications.

THE CREATION OF THE NANOPLASMID PLATFORM:
NEXT-GENERATION PLASMID TECHNOLOGY
In minicircle vectors, the eukaryotic region 30 end is covalently linked
to the eukaryotic region 50 end through a short spacer, typically less
than 200 bp comprised of the recombined attachment sites. This link-
age or spacer region joining the eukaryotic 50 and 30 ends were found
to tolerate a much longer spacer sequence in a landmark study pub-
lished by Lu et al.37 They elegantly discovered that long spacers ofR1
kb in length resulted in transgene expression silencing in vivo while
shorter spacers of %500 bp exhibited similar improved transgene
expression patterns seen in conventional minicircle DNA vectors.
These findings indicated that it was not a specific DNA sequence or
structure found in the backbone of a plasmid but the length of the
sequence in the spacer that would determine transgene expression
levels. This phenomenon was accounted for in the design of Nano-
plasmid as its backbone size met the studied 500-bp limit, thereby
reducing transgene silencing and gaining the performance benefits
Molecular T
observed with minicircles while retaining
manufacturing yields seen with conventional
plasmid systems.

Nanoplasmid vectors use the RNA-OUT anti-
biotic-free marker and have additional
intrinsic advantages (Table 3). Most notably,
the vectors also contain a specialized bacterial
R6K replication origin in place of the tradi-
tional pUC replication origin, making these
vectors replication-incompatible with native
organisms. This is an additional safety factor
since Nanoplasmids can only replicate within
the specialized heat-inducible R6K replication
protein encoding E. coli host strain used
for manufacturing,52 dramatically reducing
the risk of HGT.

In addition, the Nanoplasmid backbone has
no coding capacity, eliminating the risk of
AAV virus or cell or gene therapy vector-mediated bacterial back-
bone-encoded protein marker transfer to patients.

SMALL BACKBONE BENEFIT: REDUCED VECTOR
INACTIVATION AND IMPROVED TRANSFECTION
EFFICIENCY WITH NANOPLASMID VECTORS
As expected from Lu et al.,37 Nanoplasmid vectors exhibit reduced
transgene silencing equivalent to minicircle vectors and mini-intronic
plasmid (MIP) vectors (short spacer region vectors in which the bacte-
rial backbone is encoded within an intron)53 after hydrodynamic deliv-
ery to the murine liver.54 Gene silencing is hypothesized to be the result
of vector inactivation through heterochromatin formation on
large >1-kb unexpressed plasmid backbones.47,55 Interestingly, both
Nanoplasmid and MIP vectors exhibit up to 10-fold higher overall
expression levels than conventional plasmids or minicircle vectors.53,54

With plasmids, this is hypothesized to be due to reduced heterochroma-
tinization leading to increased nuclear localization of “non-inactivated”
vectors (i.e., reduced vector inactivation). Minicircle vectors may have
much lower expression due to the technical difficulties associated
with the manufacturing platform,51 which may result in lower purity
herapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023 497
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Table 3. DNA technology progression—the birth of next-generation plasmid technology

Plasmid Minicircle Nanoplasmid

Bacterial region size >2,000 bp 100 bpa 500 bpa

Toxicity increased transfection toxicity reduced transfection toxicitya reduced transfection toxicitya

Silencing increased transgene silencing reduced transgene silencinga reduced transgene silencinga

Transgene expression low transgene expression low transgene expression high transgene expressiona

Selection antibiotic antibiotic sucrosea

Type of selection marker protein protein RNAa

Manufacturing yield high yielda low yield high yielda

Scalability of manufacturing scalablea complex scalablea

Safety pUC promiscuous pUC promiscuous R6K strain restricteda

Nanoplasmid encompasses all the performance benefits of minicircles while improving manufacturing and safety profiles for cell and gene therapy applications.
aThe advantage over multiple technologies comparatively.
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due to reduced product titer per cell,56 or reduced supercoiling due to
DNA repair enzyme depletion. For example, while supercoiling is pre-
served during recombinase-mediated intramolecular excision of the
minicircle and plasmid backbone,57,58 the recombination product is a
catenated DNA circle that requires processing by topoisomerase IV
into separate minicircle and plasmid backbones.59 This requires care-
fully controlled growth to ensure cell viability throughout production
Figure 3. Nanoplasmid improves gene electrotransfer in vivo to rat

myocardial cells at lower voltages

Rat myocardial cells were electroporated in vivo using electrotransfer with either

Nanoplasmid (red) at 90 V or traditional plasmids (blue) at 120 V. y axis: total flux

(photons/s) measures gene expression by bioluminescence. (*=p<0.01, **= p<0.001)

This figure was adapted from Boye et al.61 “Reduction of plasmid vector backbone

length enhances reporter gene expression,” 2022, Bioelectrochemistry, 144, 107981,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bioelechem.2021.107981 CC BY-NC -ND 4.0.
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since depletion of a DNA repair enzyme can prevent decatenation or
physiological supercoiling of the recombined vector.60

Robust transgene expression up to 10-fold higher than plasmid vec-
tors has been reported with Nanoplasmid vectors after in vitro deliv-
ery to rat tendon or mouse melanoma cells, or in vivo electroporation
delivery to rat skin or heart (Figure 3).61,62 Nanoplasmid has also
shown robust expression after nanoparticle tail vein delivery,63 hy-
drodynamic retrograde intrabiliary injection in pigs,64 and after
nanoparticle delivery to tumor cells in vitro and in vivo,65 or electro-
poration delivery of DNA-encoded antibody therapeutics to mus-
cle.66 An immune-oncology gene therapy named EG-70 (also known
as detalimogen voraplasmid) is currently in a phase I/II trial for BCG
refractory non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NCT04752722). EG-
70 consists of a Nanoplasmid encoding both retinoic acid-inducible
gene I (RIG-I) agonist67 and IL-1268 packaged in a proprietary
muco-penetrating nanoparticle formulation; and it was administered
intravesically to transfect and stimulate the immune system locally in
the bladder. No dose-related adverse events were reported, while 67%
of patients achieved complete response after one cycle of EG-70.69

ImprovedNanoplasmid-encoded transgene expression via transfection
in the context of DNA vaccination will translate to increased antigen
production, helpingprime antigen-presenting cells with the cognate an-
tigen targeted for vaccination.70 This potentiates robust immune re-
sponses mediated by using the Nanoplasmid vector as a DNA vaccine.
Examples of this have been reported in several publications and a clin-
ical trial. A SARS-CoV-2 DNA vaccine encoding both RIG-I agonist67

and full-length SARS-CoV-2 spike protein encapsulated in proteolipid
vehicles formulatedwith a fusion-associated small transmembrane pro-
tein elicited potent neutralizing antibody and significant T cell re-
sponses in non-human primates.71 This vaccine has produced positive
phase 1 safety, tolerance, and immunological data (CovigenixVAX-001;
NCT04591184). Preclinical studies of Nanoplasmid DNA vaccine vec-
tors for Influenza,72 Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV), and
Ebola virus,73 and aDNA-based vaccine protecting against parasitic an-
tigens expressed by T. cruzi74 all demonstrated improved immune

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bioelechem.2021.107981
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Figure 4. Nanoplasmid serves as a template for CRISPR-Cas9 HDR knockin—improving 2- and 3-fold of edited CD8+ CAR-T cells yield over conventional

plasmids and dsDNA, respectively

Plasmid-based donor templates enable efficient nonviral gene editing of the TRAC locus in primary T cells. Titration of linear dsDNA donor template. (A) Diagram of linear dsDNA

knockin construct TRAC-mNG. (B) Bar graphs depicting knockin efficiency, cell viability, total cell recovery, and edited cell recovery (mNG-positive cells) 3 days after electro-

poration with 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8 mg of linear dsDNA donor template together with Cas9-RNP targeting the TRAC locus. Circles represent individual donors; bars represent median

values with range (n = 4). Titration of pUC57 traditional plasmid template. (C) Diagram of pUC57 knockin construct TRAC-mNG. (D) Bar graphs showing the frequency of CD8+

T cells expressing mNG, cell viability, total cell recovery, and edited cell recovery (mNG-positive cells) 3 days after electroporation with 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8 mg of pUC57 plasmid donor

template together with Cas9-RNP targeting the TRAC locus. Circles represent individual donors; bars represent median values with range (n = 4). Titration of Nanoplasmid vector

template. (E) Diagram of Nanoplasmid knockin construct TRACmNG. (F) Bar graphs showing the frequency of CD8+ T cells expressing mNG, total cell recovery, and edited cell

recovery (mNG-positive cells) 3 days after electroporation with 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8 mg of Nanoplasmid donor template together with Cas9-RNP targeting the TRAC locus. Circles

represent individual donors; bars representmedian values with range (n = 4). This experiment was performed twice. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 in RM one-

way ANOVAwith Geisser-Greenhouse correction. This figure was adapted fromOh et al.81 “High-efficiency nonviral CRISPR/cas9-mediated gene editing of human T cells using

plasmid donor DNA.” Journal of Experimental Medicine. 2022; 219(5), https://doi.org/10.1084/jem.20211530 CC BY 4.0.
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responses compared with plasmids. For example, VEEV Nanoplasmid
vectors increased antibody response and significantly increased protec-
tion against VEEV challenge compared with a previously optimized
pWRG7077-based plasmid comparator.73 In addition, Nanoplasmid
delivered T. cruzi Chagas disease TcG2 and TcG4 antigens more
efficiently protected infected mice than a pCDNA3.1 plasmid
comparator.74

REPORTED IMPROVEMENTS OF CAR-T/CAR-NK
CELL PRODUCTION WITH NANOPLASMID VECTORS
Minicircle vectors have recently been shown to have reduced cellular
toxicity compared with canonical plasmid vectors.19,75 Toxicity is
potentially due to heterochromatin-mediated “danger signal” activa-
tion by inactivated transfected plasmid DNA. Consistent with this hy-
pothesis, reduced cellular perturbation at the proteome level has been
reported after in vivo transfection of minicircle vectors compared
with plasmid vectors,18 and reduced cellular perturbation at the
transcriptome level has been reported after in vitro transfection of
minicircle or Nanoplasmid vectors compared with plasmid76,77 or
lentiviral78 vectors.

Compared with plasmid comparators, superior performance has been
reported for non-viral chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell pro-
duction using Nanoplasmid in the PiggyBac transposon vector sys-
tem,79,80 and as a DNA template for CRISPR-Cas9 HDR-mediated
gene editing (Figure 4).81 Robust non-viral CAR-T and CAR-NK cells
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023 499
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were also obtained using a Nanoplasmid TcBuster transposon
system.82–84 Improved performance may be due to reduced
post-transfection cellular toxicity, combined with reduced vector
inactivation resulting in higher gene integration into healthier cells.
Consistent with this phenotype, PiggyBac-modified CAR-T cells
using Nanoplasmid as a template displayed improved transposition
efficiency and reduced toxicity in manufacturing compared with
a traditional plasmid system. These results showed a shorter
manufacturing timeline and a significant increase in stem cell mem-
ory T cells, a highly desired and effective phenotype in the production
of CAR-T cells in preclinical and clinical studies. Furthermore,
patients in a small study who received CAR-T cells manufactured with
Nanoplasmid in the P-BCMA-101 clinical trial (NCT03288493)
experienced a robust T cell expansion and expression of the CAR
in vivo for over 18 months. This resulted in an increased overall
response rate (ORR) (67% standard plasmid, 100% Nanoplasmid;
ORR) and a 100% complete response rate (CR) (0% standard plasmid,
100% Nanoplasmid; CR) in patients receiving CAR-T cells manufac-
tured with Nanoplasmid.79,80 Oh et al.81 published a comparison of
linear double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), a traditional pUC plasmid,
and Nanoplasmid employed as a CRISPR-Cas9 HDR donor template
for the production of CAR-T cells. In this report, they found that
Nanoplasmid yielded twice the number of edited cells (CAR-T cells)
compared with the traditional pUC plasmid and 3-fold compared
with dsDNA when using 4 mg of the template.

IMPROVING PERFORMANCE, MANUFACTURING,
AND PATIENT SAFETY
The Nanoplasmid vector system was born out of the progression of
technology in the molecular biology field to meet the current de-
mands for cell and gene therapy clinical applications. It encompasses
the performance benefits of minicircles not seen in traditional
plasmid vectors, including reduced transgene silencing and dimin-
ished post-transfection toxicity from its intelligently designed
500-bp bacterial backbone—a discovery utilized from landmark
studies in the field indicating that backbone sizes of 1 kb or greater
were impacting transgene expression. Nanoplasmid also improves
upon the shortcomings that accompany the manufacturing of mini-
circles, delivering yields up to 2.4 g/L (J.W., personal communication)
in optimized systems compared with the milligram quantities per liter
seen in documented cases of minicircle production.

Nanoplasmid’s performance benefits are not the singular issue ad-
dressed with the design of this next-generation plasmid technology.
This plasmid is R6K strain-dependent and has far less promiscuity
than pUC vector systems mitigating HGT into the environment or
the commensal bacteria of a patient’s skin, mucosal, or intestinal flora.
Its RNA-OUT system utilizes a sucrose selection system that elimi-
nates the possibility of antibiotic resistance marker transfer to pa-
tients when used in the context of gene or cell therapy, DNA vaccines,
lentivirus, or AAV vector applications. The qualities of the Nanoplas-
mid vector meet or exceed the standards or recommendations of the
governing medical agencies such as EMA and FDA while improving
performance and increasing manufacturing capabilities in several ap-
500 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023
plications, including AAV, lentivirus, transposon therapy, DNA vac-
cines, and as a CRISPR-Cas9 HDR donor template. Adoptions of this
next-generation plasmid technology in translational research and
development programs in the cell and gene therapy field will aid in
creating safer therapeutic interventions for patients receiving tomor-
row’s therapies.
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